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Sir. First of all, 
 
I am 75 yrs old and find the Task of contacting Kirklees frustrating and time consuming. 
 
In July 2022 I sent in a complaint, regarding  Mollsprings Brewery pointing out Health and safety and 
danger to the public plus various other complaints including unauthorised camping .I received 
acknowledgement of this complaint from  Lee Stoney, “ team leader “ enforcement planning 
@kirklees  REF COMP/22/0263 Stating that the case would be looked into and I would be contacted 
asap after. Like most enquiries concerning Kirklees council, this never happened being in poor health 
at that time I didn’t follow it up ,when this application for a License was been made  
I checked the ref given by Lee Stoney and it doesn’t seem to exist. You need to find this original 
complaint and explain to me why it wasn’t acted upon. But on your excuses for rejecting my 
objection I   will point out my reasons 
 

1. 43 yrs ago when we moved in very few people even knew of the location, apart from 3 
houses built 1878 and the Old Mill,  which only  housed a couple of tenants, working a 5 and 
a half day week, in the days pre Post code both the Police and ambulances struggled to find 
this area, it was very dark surrounded by trees and in all that time the mill was only burgled 
once to my knowledge and our garden shed was once broken into..  Unit  4 has been in the 
last 20 yrs a dyeworks, A stonecutting workshop, until recently a machine storage unit. It 
was then taken over by the recent tenant and a brewery built inside, Licensing these 
premises will attract noise in this quiet area. My July Complaint points out the problems we 
had over the summer. Points 2,3,4 are also in this complaint. Sole entrance is the only access 
to the houses, the whole site a health and safety problem 
Especially in the dark, uneven ground,  skips with industrial rubbish, piles of stone’s. Top end 
of the yard 30 concrete steps down to a toilet and lower level of the building with only one 
flimsy railing ( during summer kids were actually being allowed to explore this site, whilst the 
parents were drinking at the tables ) this I reported to HSE but again no further action. The 
entrance to the whole site is only just wide enough to get a fire engine or 
ambulance  through, so surely our public safety is at risk. Before any License is approved it is 
your personal responsibility to organise a site visit. I require an acknowledgement of this 
letter, with the correct reference so that I can follow the progress of my complaint ,also if 
for some unknown reason you grant this license a contact where my solicitor can send any 
appeal to.     

 


